FABRIC REQUIREMENTS AND CUTTING

For each of the three ombre prints you will cut 5 3/4” wide, long strips parallel to the selvage from the entire length of the yardage, then subcut the strips into 60 degree triangles. See layout for each print.

For the blue print cut:

- Cut seventy five triangles from the dark blue section
- Cut ninety nine triangles from the medium blue section
- Cut sixty three triangles from the light blue section
- Cut three half triangle template A from the light blue section

0048-1
Confetti-Blue
41/2 yds
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS AND CUTTING

For the pink print cut:
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0048-2
Confetti-Pink
2 yds

Cut eighteen triangles from the orange section
Cut twenty one triangles from the medium pink section
Cut twelve triangles from the light pink section
Cut three half triangle template A from the medium pink section
Cut three half triangle template B from the medium pink section
Cut three half triangle template B from the light pink section


**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS AND CUTTING**

For the citron/pink print cut:

- Cut six triangles from the citron section
- Cut nine triangles from the pink section
- Cut eight triangles from the pale off white section
- Cut three half triangle template A from the citron section
- Cut three half triangle template B from the citron section

For the remaining prints you will cut 5 3/4" H x WOF strips and sub cut those strips into 60 degree triangles using your rotary cutter, mat, and ruler. The first print is shown for example.
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS AND CUTTING

- **0047-2**
  - Party Lights-Grey
  - 3/8 yd
  - Cut fifteen triangles
  - Cut three half triangle template A

- **0050-2**
  - Crinoline-Pink
  - 3/8 yd
  - Cut twelve triangles
  - Cut three half triangle template B

- **5093-2**
  - Add It Up-Lip Gloss
  - 1/4yd
  - Cut six triangles

- **5093-3**
  - Add It Up-Party Hat
  - 3/4 yd
  - Cut twenty one triangles
  - Cut three half triangle template A
  - Cut three half triangle template B

- **5093-7**
  - Add It Up-Close Your Eyes
  - 11/4yds**
  - Cut nine triangles
  - Cut binding as desired

- **5093-8**
  - Add It Up-Shibori
  - 3/4yds
  - Cut twenty nine triangles
  - Cut three half triangle template B
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS AND CUTTING

**4022-1**
Add It Up-Indigo
1 1/4 yd

Cut seventy two triangles

**0043-1**
In The City-Blue
3/8 yd

Cut twenty one triangles

**0043-2**
In The City-Pink
3/8 yd

Cut fifteen triangles
Cut three half triangle template A

**0047-1**
Party Lights-Blue
3/8 yd

Cut fifteen triangles
OTHER SUPPLIES REQUIRED:

- Quilt batting
- Backing fabric 10 yds 0045-1 recommended
- All Purpose Thread
- A 6” x 24” rotary cutting ruler with 60 degree markings, rotary cutter, and mat.
- One copy of the printed templates, printed at 100% no scaling.

INTRODUCTION:
Read through all of the instructions before beginning your quilt. Basic knowledge of machine piecing, rotary cutting, and quilting suggested. When printing the templates, be sure your templates printed at 100% by measuring the 1” box on the template page. Happy sewing!

This quilt is made of horizontal rows. There are three of each row A-F used in the quilt. You will follow the piecing illustrations for fabric placement, and please note the scale of the prints has been enlarged more than 200% within the shapes to better show the print placement.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1/4” seam allowance

1. Organize each of your rows for assembly. We pieced ours from left to right.
2. Sew three of each row A through F shown on the next page, press seams open, or however you prefer.
3. Once you have completed the rows, sew pairs of horizontal rows together matching points and pressing seams open, or however you prefer. (We found that this made pressing seams open a little easier because you only have two rows to handle on the ironing board!)
4. Sew pairs of two-row pieced sections together, again press seams open. Then piece the three sections together.
4. Your quilt top is complete! Quilt and bind as desired.
Fabric Placement
Triangle Template
Jubilee Quilt